
Spreading eazy ComputeBox©  to 
the UAE’s underprivileged 

THE PROBLEM 

Dubai. One of the most privileged cities in the world. Not for everyone, unfortunately. There is 

no minimum wage. In 1995 the United States suspended the UAE from the U.S. Overseas 

Private Investment Corporation Insurance Program because of the government's failure to 

comply with internationally recognized worker rights and standards. Expatriate workers face 

the threat of immediate deportation because many are in the UAE on temporary work visas. 

From 27 October 2007 to 10 November 2007, over 4500 constructions workers(mostly Indian 

and south asians) of the world-famous Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building striked for pay in 

the United Arab Emirates. That same year, before the incident, the Indian Embassy had 

confirmed 109 cases of suicide by Indian workers in the UAE. The workers worked for the 

company Arabtec.  Arabtec employees were paid an average of 700 dirhams (US$190) a month; 

many workers demanded an increase of 500 dirhams (US$136) as well as improvements in 

accommodation and transport to and from workplaces. Many workers also said that they 

hadn’t worked at all. Soon after, police moved in and began returning strikers to their 

accommodations quarters. But the strike spread throughout the UAE region next day to over 

40,000 strikers, mainly Indian, Pakistani and other south Asians. The next day, about 2,000 

workers blocked the main highway to Abu Dhabi, worsening the traffic. Police started violently 

removing strikers. Reports indicate hundreds of  injuries to the workers and yet no reported 

action was taken yet despite the UAE government saying it was “urgently taking action” on 

worker wages and conditions.  

Similar conditions remain in the present day with very little having changed and worker 

conditions even worsened due to the drop in oil prices that prompted the UAE government to 

employ heavy cost-cutting. The following image shows UAE workers protesting near the 

ArabTec labour area in Jebel Ali Industrial area:- 

https://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/knowledge/Deportation.html


 

OUR SOLUTION-eazy ComputeBox 
 
 The team at eazytech started this project in 2014. It served as an affordable, accessible and 
effective computer for students in Rural Parts of India and Africa as with Sunday Pathshaala. It 
runs our own ‘eazy OS’ and can perform all the tasks of a regular computer under a price of INR 
2600($38) . eazy OS is an interactive Linux based OS, using Fedora’s ‘SoaS’ desktop 
environment. It has all the functions of a typical OS like Windows or MacOS, but is lightning fast 
and is trimmed down to a mere 759MB. For more on eazycomputebox and eazyOS-see pages 
3,4,5 here:-  https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/8e6922_9d11f9fa21be44499bd706cb0257b223.pdf 
The following image shows the eazy ComputeBox during Research&Development(R&D):- 
 

 
We thought of extending this to UAE workers living in impoverished conditions. Our main 
thought behind this was that eazyComputeBox could help improve communication and 
information sharing between workers helping them to organize strikes, bargain collectively for 
higher wages against private companies, protest online, and organize trade unions. Free 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/8e6922_9d11f9fa21be44499bd706cb0257b223.pdf


applications such as twitter, email, dropbox, google drive, wikipedia(for research), skype(for 
group conference calling), google maps and several others could be extremely useful. Also, they 
can help provide personal entertainment(through free  entertainment apps like youtube) to the 
exploited UAE workers and hopefully, bring a smile on their face after a long day of hard work. 
We sold the eazyComputeBoxs at 30% of the cost price so $11.4 per box. 
 
 

 

OUR IMPACT 
 
To date, we have supplied 15 eazyComputeBoxes in 15 different labour areas in the UAE. These 
include, but are not limited to- Sharjah labour area, Jebel Ali labour Area, Lamprell labor area, 
Dulso labour area, Al Naboodah labour area which were the largest ones we visited. The 
following image shows Shashwat Tomar distributing an eazyComputeBox to workers in Sharjah 
labour area:- 
 



  

 

CONCLUSION 

As ambitious social entrepreneurs, I think we have made and will continue to make 

eazy ComputeBox affordable, accessible and effective. We believe our hallmark is that we have 

integrated technology into charity through eazy ComputeBox as well as eazytech as a whole. 

This has helped us ignore the fable of capital, top-down charity and move towards charity that 

yields the unprivileged self-dependent,  self-confident and self-driven to solve their problems 

because the potential of technology resides in its simplicity yet power. We have indeed taught 

the man to fish. 



 

“I’m a great believer that any tool that enhances communication has profound effects in 

terms of how people can learn from each other, and how they can achieve the kind of 

freedoms they are interested in. If you’re born poor, its not your mistake. But if you die poor 

it is your mistake, because now technology has given everyone incredible power. Use it.” 

-Bill Gates, Co-founder of Microsoft and philanthropist 

 

Contributed by Shashwat Tomar -UAE coordinator for eazytech  

-also R&D India for eazy tech 

- Founder and Director of eazygenerator 

 

 

 


